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Abstract 

Culik II, K., and S. Dube, An efficient solution of the firing mob problem, Theoretical Computer 

Science 91 (1991) 57-69. 

An efficient solution of the firing mob problem, which is the generalization of the well-known 
“firing squad synchronization” problem to finite bounded-degree networks, is presented. First, a 

method of synchronizing tree-connected networks is given. This method is extended to general 

networks. The total synchronization time is 3.5r where I is the radius of the network. No solution 

can work in time less than 3r on all networks. Moreover, it is shown why our solution will 

approach this value in the limit case when the number of states used becomes arbitrarily large. 

1. Introduction 

With the advances in VLSI technology and parallel processing, it is now feasible 

to employ large networks of processors to perform computation. An important 

problem of practical relevance concerns with the synchronization of such processors; 

for example, it might be required to start a subroutine in all processors at the same 

time. For the special case of a finite one-dimensional array, the problem is commonly 

referred to as the jiring squad problem where it is required that each processor has 

limited memory. In this paper, we present an efficient solution to the jiring mob 

problem, which is the generalization of the firing squad problem to arbitrary finite, 

connected and bounded-degree networks. All nodes in the network to be synchron- 

ized are called soldiers with the exception of one which is called the General. Each 

node is a deterministic finite automaton, and performs a state transition depending 

on its own state and the states of its immediate neighbors. All nodes perform state 

transitions synchronously and have the same state transition rules. Initially, the 

soldiers are in the quiescent state and the General is in some nonquiescent state. If 

a node and its neighbors are in the quiescent state then the node remains quiescent. 
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The problem is to specify the finite automaton such that, independent of the number 

of nodes and the structure of the network, all nodes enter the terminal fire state at 

exactly the same time, and no node enters the fire state before that time. 

A number of solutions for the firing squad problem is known. Most of these solve 

the problem when restricted to certain special classes of networks. Waksman [14] 

has obtained an optimum solution for the class of one-dimensional arrays with the 

General at one end. Balzar [l] has given a minimal time solution using eight states. 

This has been improved by Mazoyer [8] to a six states solution. When the General 

can be located anywhere in the linear array, an optimum solution is given by Moore 

and Langdon [lo]. Shinahr [13] provides the solutions for rectangular arrays of 

dimension two and three. A solution for general networks appears in the work of 

Rosenstiehl [ 121. Romani [ll] presents an alternative method of solution and his 

method obtains a computation time always less than or equal to that of Rosenstiehl. 

Kobayashi has considered the firing squad problem for classes of general networks 

in [5,6,7]. In [4], Grefenstette gives a technique to combine the so called embeddable 

solutions for several classes of networks into a single unified solution which works 

on any network provided it belongs to one of the classes. In [2], some variations 

of the firing squad problem, for example the case when a subset of the soldiers is 

required to fire, are considered and an application to the design of one-way cellular 

automata is shown. An overview of the firing squad synchronization problem is 

given in [9]. 

Here we present an efficient solution of the firing mob problem for general 

networks. The radius of a network is defined to be the maximum distance between 

the General and any other node in the network. Romani’s method is bounded by 

2n, and in the worst case can be quadratic in r, where n is the number of nodes 

and r is the radius of the given network. Our method never takes more than 3.5r 

time steps. Note that for a vast majority of the networks 3.5r will be much less than 

2n. As a comparison, for a rectangular array of size 17 x 17 (r = 16), where the 

General is located at the center, our method takes only 56 steps as contrasted with 

346 steps taken by Romani’s method. 

It is shown in [4] that the least number of steps needed to synchronize an arbitrary 

network of radius r and diameter d is d + r. Since for some networks d can be equal 

to 2r, no solution can work in less than 3r steps on all networks. By introducing 

more and more states, our method can be improved for larger and larger values of 

n. The time complexity of our method approaches the value 3r in the limit case 

when the number of states becomes arbitrarily large. Our solution is embeddable 

in the sense of [4], and therefore it is possible to combine it with other embeddable 

solutions to obtain the optimal performance for networks of special form like linear 

arrays. Similarly, it can be combined with Romani’s solution to give a time bound 

of min{3.5r, 2n). 

Our paper is organized as follows: The following section contains the necessary 

definitions and preliminaries. In Section 3, we show how a tree-connected network 

can be synchronized. In Section 4, the solution for general networks is given. In 
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Section 5, we present the analysis of the time complexity of the solution. In Section 

6, we discuss some implementation issues. Finally, in Section 7 we have the conclud- 

ing remarks. 

2. Preliminaries 

Formally, an automaton network is defined as a 3-tuple N = (d, G, M), where d 

is the degree of the network; G = (V, E) is a finite, connected and undirected graph 

of degree d, with nodes V and edges E, and it is the underlying communication 

graph of the network; M = (S,f) is a jinite automaton such that S is a finite set of 

states, not containing the null state A, and f is a state transition function 

Each node of the network contains an identical copy of M. Since the degree of the 

network is d, each node has no more than d neighbors. Some of the nodes may 

have less than d neighbors, in which case it is assumed that it has some additional 

“virtual” neighbors. The state of such a virtual node is always A. 

A conjiguration of an automaton network is an assignment of states to each node. 

All virtual nodes are assigned the null state A. The local transition function f can 

be extended to the global transition function G,, which maps a configuration to 

another configuration. That is, G,(a) = p iff one application of the local rule f to 

each node of the network in configuration cx changes its configuration to p. 

Informally speaking, the operation of the network is as follows: At each time 

step, each node of the network performs a state transition based on its own state 

and the state of its d neighbors (some of which can be virtual). All nodes perform 

state transitions synchronously and according to the same local rule, which produces 

another network configuration. 

A synchronization machine is a finite automaton M in which the set of states S 

has three distinguished states, the quiescent state, the firing state, and the jire-when- 

ready-state. If a node is in the quescent state and each of its neighbors is in the 

quiescent state or the null state A, then the node remains quiescent. 

The initial configuration Cinitial of the network has each node assigned the quiescent 

state except one, which is in the fire-when-ready state. This distinguished node is 

referred to as the General, while other nodes are called soldiers. The General can 

be located anywhere in the network. The final configuration C,,, is the one in which 

every node is in the firing state. The firing mob problem requires the specification 

of the synchronization machine M such that any network N when initially put into 

Ci”itjaj will enter Cfi,, at some time t > 0, and in no intermediate configuration does 

a node enter the firing state. In other words, we want G,~( Cinitial) = C,,,, and no 

node to be in the firing state in G,F( Cinirial) for any k < t. 

A solution to the firing mob problem is embeddable if for any network N, when 

it is applied to N, either each node fires simultaneously, or no node of N ever fires. 
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Therefore, a solution which works for arbitrary networks is trivially embeddable. 

The radius r of a network is the maximum distance between the General and any 

other node. A node whose distance from the General is equal to the radius, is called 

a radial node. The radial diameter d is the maximum distance between any radial 

node and any other node. It is shown in [4] that for any network, the minimal firing 

time for any embeddable solution to the firing mob problem is d + r. Since r s d s 2r, 

no solution can work in less than 3r time steps on all networks. In the same reference, 

it is shown that embeddable solutions for some special classes of networks like 

linear arrays, meshes, star graphs etc. can be combined into a single unified solution 

which will work on the union of these classes of networks. 

3. Synchronization of trees 

In this section, we will show how to synchronize a rooted tree in which the 

General is situated at the root. A straightforward modification allows the solution 

to be extended to general networks, as will be explained in the next section. 

An important characteristic of our solution is the synchronization of the trans- 

mission of signals between neighboring nodes in the following sense: At any time, 

if a node at some level I (the distance from the General) sends a signal to one of 

its children at level I+ 1, then each node at level 1 sends the same signal to each of 

its children (if there are any) at the same time. Similarly, if the node (not the root) 

sends a signal to its parent at level I- 1, then each node at level I sends the same 

signal to its parent. This property allows the merging of the signals, and therefore, 

makes it possible to work with only a bounded number of signals though there is 

no bound on the number of bifurcations in the given tree. 

As our illustrations, we will present the time-space diagrams of the different 

phases of the solution, in which the vertical axis is that of the time. Phases 1 and 

2 are shown in Fig. 1, and Phases 3 and 4 in Fig. 3. Though we will show the 

time-space diagram of the solution on the longest branch of the tree, due to the 

property mentioned in the above paragraph, we can obtain from it the time-space 

diagram for an arbitrary branch by taking a vertical cross-section of width equal to 

the length of the branch. Also, in our description if we say that a signal moves from 

left to right (with implicit reference to the diagram) then it actually means that the 

signal moves down a branch. 

A word about our notation. If a signal is denoted by S, and n is a number, then 

it means that the signal moves at speed n (or has a slope of l/n in the time-space 

diagram). 

A tree can be synchronized in the following four phases. 

Phase 1. In this initial phase the General sends a broadcast signal SR down every 

branch of the tree at full speed (one level in one time step). The nodes at the same 
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level receive the signal SB at the same time. When a node receives this signal it 

sends a confirmation signal SC to the General which propagates up the branch, on 

which the node is situated, at full speed. It also identifies the neighbor from which 

it received the signal as its parent. Note that the General will receive a confirmation 

signal every two time steps. 

At the second time step, the General sends two signals S,,9 and S,,s down every 

branch of the tree. The function of these signals will be to mark the nodes at levels 

r/4 and r/2 respectively in Phase 2. 

When, at time step 2r+2, the General does not receive any confirmation signal 

for the first time at an even step, it initiates Phase 2. 

Phase 2. In this phase, the initial configuration for the recursive Phase 3 is set up. 

We would like to have the General (level 0), the nodes at level r/4 and the nodes 

at the level r/2 in some special “marked” state exactly at the end of this phase. 

As shown in Fig. 1, this is achieved by the General by sending two signals S, and 

S, at full and half speeds respectively. The General also sends a vertical signal. The 

intersection of S, with S,,9 results in the generation of two additional signals-a 

vertical signal and a signal which moves from right to left at full speed. The former 

meets S, to mark the nodes at level r/4, and simultaneously the latter meets the 

vertical signal from the General to mark it. At the same time, the intersection of S, 

with S,,5 marks the nodes at level r/2. 

Phase 3. This phase recursively marks progressively closer nodes on each branch. 

Initially, the General and the nodes at levels r/4 and r/2 are marked. That is, each 

long enough branch has two intervals (segments with marked end nodes) of size 

r/4, namely, [0, r/4] and [r/4, r/2]. After first iteration, each interval is divided 

into two equal halves, i.e. its midpoint will also be marked. Therefore, the nodes 

at level 0, r/8, r/4, 3r/8, r/2 get marked. In addition, nodes at two more levels 

5r/8 and 3r/4 are marked. Thus, two new smaller intervals are created below the 

last interval. 

In general, let the length of the intervals at the beginning of some iteration i be 

1. Therefore, for some j, the nodes at levels 0, 1,2Z,. . . , jl are marked. For the first 

iteration (i = l), I = r/4 and j = 2. At the end of iteration i, we want to have the 

nodes at levels 0, l/2, I, 3112, 21, . . , jl, jl+ l/2, jl+ I marked. There are now 2j + 2 

intervals of length l/2, and the next iteration starts. The process will stop when the 

length of the new smaller intervals becomes unity, i.e. every node finds itself and 

its neighbors marked. 

We will now describe the process of subdivision of an interval in detail. First 

consider an interval of size 1 shown in Fig. 2(a). The two end nodes of the interval, 

a and b, are in the marked state at time t = 0. We want to have the interval subdivided, 

i.e. at some time t>O, the middle node c and the two end nodes should all enter 

simultaneously the marked state. As shown in the figure, it can be achieved by 
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Fig. 1. Phases 1 and 2. 

sending three signals at speeds 0 (vertical), f and 1 (full) from each end node. The 

time needed for the subdivision is 1. 

To adapt this basic technique to synchronize the subdivisions of intervals on the 

branches of a tree, which can be of different lengths, we apply topological transforma- 

tion to its time-space diagram (see [3]) in such a way that the signals move only 

in one direction (from left to right), and the signals sent by the end nodes of some 

interval do not divide the same interval but rather the adjacent interval to the right. 

If there is no such adjacent interval then one is created and divided. 

In Fig. 2(b), this transformed time-space diagram is shown, which is essentially 

obtained by skewing the diagram in Fig. 2(a) to the right. The node d might not be 

marked at t = 0, which means that there is no adjacent interval to the right of [a, b]. 

The node a sends three signals S,,* (to b’), S3,4 (to c) and S, (to d’), while the 
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Fig. 2. Subdivision of an interval. 

node b sends S, (to b’), S1,4 (to c) and SI12 (to d’). The intersection of any two 

signals S,, and S,,, where In - ml =$ marks the node at which they intersect. Thus, 

nodes b, c, d get marked at time t = 21. The node c is the middle point of the interval 

[b, d]. Note that if the node d is in the marked state at t = 0, then the node a need 

not have sent S, . The intersection of S,,z from the node b with a vertical signal So 

from the node d would do the same job of marking the node d at t = 21. 

Therefore, each marked node in the tree sends down four signals S,, S,,4, S,,2 

and S,,4. There are some special cases to consider. Firstly, since the rightmost 

interval [(j - l)Z, jr] does not have any adjacent interval to the right, a node at level 

(j - 1)Z needs to send a fifth signal S, so that the node at level (j+ 1)Z is marked 

at the end of the current iteration. Moreover, a node at level jl does not need to 

send S3,4. Secondly, the leftmost interval [0, I] does not have any interval to its left. 

To mark the nodes at levels 0 and l/2 requires nodes at level 1 to send S,,2 and S3,4 

from right to left (up the branch). When the General at the root receives these 

signals, it reflects them onto every branch and they start moving at the same speed 

but now in the down direction. Therefore, if a branch has a length more than or 

equal to l/2 then its node at level l/2 will be marked. 

As soon as a node gets marked, it sends the signals and the next iteration starts. 

In Fig. 3, Phase 3 takes two iterations. 

Phase 4. Phase 3 ends when the length of the intervals becomes unity. A simple 

arithmetic analysis shows that when this happens the nodes at the levels 0 to I - 2 

are marked. Therefore, we need two additional time steps to mark the nodes at level 
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Fig. 3. Phases 3 and 4. 

r- 1 and r. Each marked node waits for two time steps before it fires. Thus, 

this phase requires only two time steps, at the end of which every node fires 

simultaneously. 

The above method can be generalized to a class of networks properly larger than 

the class of tree-connected networks. Define a leveled network to be a network in 

which each node knows the difference between its distance to the General and the 

distance of any of its neighbors from the General. In other words, the neighbors of 

any node, say at a distance 1 from the General, are classified into three categories: 

parents (at distance l- l), siblings (at distance 1) and children (at distance If 1). 

It is not difficult to see that, by blocking the signals between the siblings, the solution 

for trees also works for leveled networks. 

4. Synchronization of general networks 

The solution of the firing mob problem for trees or leveled networks can be 

extended to arbitrary networks in a straightforward manner. The only modification 

is in Phase 1. As the broadcast signal S, from the General spreads outwardly in 

the network, a spanning tree or a leveled network can be simultaneously built. 

In the case when the given network is reduced to a leveled network, each node 

follows these rules: 

(1) When the node receives the broadcast signal for the first time, say at time t, 

it marks the neighbors from which it received the signal as its parents. 

(2) After receiving the broadcast signal and marking its parents, the node sends 

confirmation signals to its parents and passes the broadcast signal to its other 

unmarked neighbors. 
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(3) The node classifies those unmarked neighbors from which it receives the 

broadcast signal at time t + 1 as its siblings. This simultaneously classifies the 

remaining neighbors as its children. 

(4) Whenever a node receives confirmation signals from its children it passes 

them to its parents. 

In the case when a spanning tree is to be built, the first rule needs to be modified. 

Now a node will have to select one of its neighbors from which it received the 

broadcast signal for the first time as its parent. This selection is based on some 

criteria, for example it might be selecting the “leftmost” neighbor assuming some 

ordering among the neighbors. The tree will have a radius same as that of the 

network. Note that the structure of the tree will depend upon the criteria used by 

a node to select the parent. But in all cases, the tree will have the same radius, and 

since the time taken by our solution depends only upon the radius of the tree, we 

always have the same performance. This is in contrast with the method given in 

[ 111 in which the criteria used to select the parent can affect the performance of 

the solution. 

5. Performance analysis 

We will assume that the radius r = 2¶ for some q 20. In the next section, the 

technical details of generalizing the solution to an arbitrary r are given. Phases 

1,2,4 take 2r+2, r/2 and 2 time steps respectively. For Phase 3, the iteration i 

divides intervals of size r/2’+‘, and takes r/2’ time steps. The last iteration has 

interval size 2 and takes 4 time steps. Therefore, the total time taken by Phase 3 is 

Note that for qG2, there is no Phase 3 as at the end of Phase 2 we have already 

got intervals of unity size. Hence, the total time T,,,,, is $r. 

Now a natural question to ask is whether it is possible to improve the solution 

by choosing a different strategy for Phase 3. We might have a different initial 

configuration for this phase and/or a different method to divide the intervals. As 

an example, we may have only nodes at levels 0 and r/2 marked at the beginning 

of Phase 3. At each iteration i, we have nodes at levels 0,1,21,. . . , jZ marked (for 

i = 1, we have I= r/2 and j = 1). At the end of iteration i, we want to have nodes 

at levels 0, l/2, 1,31/2,21,. . . , jr, jr+ i/2 marked. Thus, the next iteration will start 

with 2j+ 1 intervals of size 1/2. The iteration i takes 31/2 time steps. The total time 

taken by Phase 3 is of the order of 3r/2. The first two phases take the same time, 

while Phase 4 now takes a single step. Therefore, the total time T,,,,, for this 

alternative strategy is O(4r). The reason why this approach fares worse than the 

original solution is that we start with a larger interval at the beginning of Phase 3, 

which results in this phase taking more time. 
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On the other hand, by starting Phase 3 in an initial configuration with smaller 

intervals and by dividing an interval into larger number of subintervals in each 

iteration, it is possible to improve the original solution on larger networks. 

We now provide an analysis of the time complexity of such a general solution. 

In the beginning of Phase 3, we have nodes at levels 0, p, 2p,. . . , np marked for 

some n and p. Let m = np. Note that Phase 2 now takes m time steps. At the beginning 

of iteration i, let the nodes at levels 0, Zi, 2Zi,. . . , jli be marked (for i = 1, we have 

I, = p and j = n). In each iteration we want to subdivide an interval into k subinter- 

vals. For the last iteration q, we have Z, = k. For simplicity, we assume that p = k4 

for some q 3 0. This assumption does not affect the point we are trying to make in 

this section. 

At the end of iteration i, we also want to have s new subintervals of size li/ k to 

be created to the right of the rightmost interval [(j - 1)/i, jr,]. Thus, at the end of 

the iteration, we will have kj + s intervals of size ii/k. Since the maximum speed of 

a signal can be 1, and we want to have signals moving from left to right, the iteration 

takes li + tl,/ k time steps where t = max{s, k - 1). The total time for Phase 3 is 

T phase3 = 
( ) 

1+$ .$ l. 
l 1 

The parameter s has to satisfy one constraint. At the end of Phase 3, the nodes at 

all levels 0 through r - c should be marked where c is some constant. The reason 

is that in Phase 4 a node can wait for only bounded number of time steps before 

firing. Since the iteration i shifts the bottommost marked level by an amount s&/k, 

and in the beginning of Phase 3 the bottommost marked level was m, we have 

f .i 1, = r - m - c. 
I 1 

Let a = t-s. Then, 

NOW since Cp=, Zi=k(p-l)/(k-I), 

k+a 
T phasc3=~((P-1)fr-m-C 

and the total time for the solution is, 

T,,,,,=(2r+2)+(m)+T,,,,,,+(c) 

=3r+e(p-1)+2. 

Therefore, the performance of the solution will improve by increasing k and/or 

decreasing p. This requires introduction of more signals. Therefore, given one 
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particular solution we can improve it for larger networks by introducing some 

additional signals. As the number of signals becomes arbitrarily large in the limit 

case, the time bound becomes of the order of 3r. 

Note that in our original solution k = 2, s = 2, p = r/4 and a = 0. From the above 

formula, we correctly obtain T,,,,, = 3.5r. 

6. Implementation issues 

Though rigorously speaking, a solution to the firing mob problem is to be specified 

in terms of the states and the transition function of the finite automaton, it is 

inconvenient and tedious. We have instead described our solution in terms of signals, 

which is a higher level language. In this section, we will outline the technical details 

as how signals could be implemented with state transitions. We also show how our 

solution can be generalized to networks whose radii need not be powers of two. 

A signal which moves at speed a/b, where a and b are positive integers with no 

common factors, can be implemented with 2b - 1 states. As an example, see Fig. 4 

in which the implementation of a signal of speed 3/4, moving to the right for four 

time steps, using seven states is shown. 

al . . . 

a2 a3 . . 

. a4 a5 0 

. . a6 a7 

Fig. 4. Implementation of S3,4 with seven states 

In our solution, the speeds of the signals are chosen in such a way that two signals 

always intersect at discrete time steps. The reader should convince himself that the 

above implementation allows one to accurately implement the intersection of two 

signals. 

If the radius r of the network is not a power of 2, then two signals might intersect 

between two nodes creating two nonoverlapping intervals. As an example of how 

Phase 3 will proceed for r = 47, see Fig. 5. In the figure, the initial configuration for 

the three iterations are shown. The marked nodes are circled, and the intervals are 

drawn with solid lines. The interval sizes at the beginning of the three iterations are 

11, 5 and 2 respectively. Note that each iteration divides an interval into two 

nonoverlapping intervals. In general, at the beginning of Phase 3, the interval size is 

l  = lrD_l 
L L 1 2 
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0 47 
10 . 

2 C__--.-.-.- . . 

3 -.-.-.-.-._._.- ._.-. -- _-........ 

Fig. 5. Three iterations of phase 3 for r = 47 

and for iteration i > 1, 

In a naive implementation of Phase 3, if there are two nonoverlapping adjacent 

intervals (separated by unit distance) the iteration i takes 21, + 1 time steps (instead 

of 21, when all adjacent intervals overlap, as is always the case if r is a power of 

2). This may result in a time bound of 0(3Sr+log r) in the worst case. 

This degradation in performance can be overcome by cleverly modifying the 

speeds of the signals. The basic idea is as follows: If two adjacent intervals are 

nonoverlapping, then we lose one time step in the current iteration i. This loss can 

be made up in iteration i+ 1 by sending the signals a little faster in the beginning. 

To be precise, let k be a signal that moves at speed a/b < 1. Then a faster version 

of the signal k, denoted by kf, moves as follows: 

(1) For the first b - 1 time steps, kf moves at speed a/( b - 1). 

(2) From bth step onwards, kf moves at speed u/b. 

Therefore, the signal k started at time t and the signal kf started at time t + 1 are 

equivalent after time t + b. This implies that by sending faster versions of signals at 

iteration i+ 1, the unit loss in time can be made up. 

There is however one additional technical detail which needs to be considered. 

Since the second rightmost marked node on any branch has to send a signal at full 

speed, this signal cannot be speeded as it is at the fullest speed. A modified trick 

achieves the same result in this case. First note that the above technique to make 

up the unit loss in time can be generalized to make up a bounded amount of loss 

in time, provided the signals have speeds strictly less than unity. The idea is to mark 

the second rightmost node one step ahead in time, so that it can send the full speed 

signal one step earlier. Note that we now have to gain two time steps, one needed 

to mark this node one step ahead in time and another to make up the loss in the 

previous iteration. Since this node is marked using S3,4 and S,,4, whose speeds are 

strictly less than unity, they can be sent appropriately faster initially to make up 

this loss in time. 

7. Conclusions 

An efficient solution of the firing mob problem for general networks was presented. 

The basic philosophy behind the solution is to make the signals propagate along 
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the branches of a spanning tree of the network in a synchronized manner and 

essentially only in one direction. This underlying idea ensures the correctness of 

the solution. 

The solution is near-optimal as it works in time 3.5r where r is the radius of the 

network, and as it is known that no solution can work in time less than 3r. Any 

embeddable solution for some special class of networks, like linear arrays, which 

exploits its special topology to yield better performance, can be combined with our 

solution to obtain lower time bound for such networks. 

The solution has an interesting property that it can be improved for larger networks 

by using more signals. Since our general method does not provide one specific 

solution as the optimal one, and only shows that given any solution based on the 

method, there exists a better one which uses more signals, the open question that 

arises is: Is there one particular solution to the firing mob synchronization problem 

which can not be improved considering the worst case firing time for networks with 

some arbitrary radius r? 
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